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computational dependencies. The fine-grained computational dependencies of these irregular, data-driven problems necessitate a
data-driven programming model. We propose Active Pebbles (AP),
a flexible programming model for fine-grained data-driven computations. AP allows the programmer to implement algorithms at their
natural granularities (e.g., with billions of vertices, each of only a
few bytes).
The AP programming model is related to Active Messages
(AM) in that it utilizes fine-grained method invocation targeting
globally-addressable objects. The two main differences between
AP and AM are that AP implements transparent object addressing
(and allows various object distribution schemes) and that objects
are handled in bulk, i.e., they have no individual identity and may
be processed in parallel. This enables the implementation of finegrained algorithms at their natural levels of granularity and allows
AP to fully capture their fine-grained dependency structures.
We also specify an execution model for AP which is crucial
to achieving high performance at large process counts. In order to
achieve this, AP exploits four main techniques:

A variety of programming models exist to support large-scale, distributed memory, parallel computation. These programming models have historically targeted coarse-grained applications with natural locality such as those found in a variety of scientific simulations
of the physical world. Fine-grained, irregular, and unstructured applications such as those found in biology, social network analysis, and graph theory are less well supported. We propose Active
Pebbles, a programming model which allows these applications to
be expressed naturally; an accompanying execution model ensures
performance and scalability.
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High-performance computing (HPC) traditionally focuses on problems with a static communication and computation schedule. This
is reflected in today’s de facto benchmark (HPL, High-Performance
Linpack) and programming model (MPI, Message Passing Interface). Many problems, such as the solution of partial differential
equations as used in numerous simulation techniques, fit this category. Less regular computations, such as adaptive mesh refinement, often use unstructured meshes to better represent physical
phenomena. The resulting unstructured grids require more dynamic
communication and computation schemes. However, such physical
models still have a natural locality related to the properties of the
modeled systems. Recently, a new class of dynamic and unstructured problems has emerged from areas such as biology, social network modeling, and graph theory. The most difficult instances of
these problems require fine-grained, unstructured, data-driven accesses, as can be found in the solution of many graph problems such
as betweenness centrality [3] or parallel shortest path search [5].
Traditional coarse-grained HPC applications can be expressed
efficiently in the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) model. However, the irregular, data-driven structure of graph applications prevents them from being statically coarsened to fit the BSP model
well. Approaches which perform coarsening at run-time group operations based on concurrent execution and not necessarily actual

Message Coalescing
Active Routing
Message Reductions
Termination Detection

The programming model ensures easy and abstract specification
of parallel algorithms and is independent of the underlying execution architecture. However, the flexible execution model ensures the
performance and scalability of the final AP application. The philosophy of the execution model is to transform the fine-grained unstructured specification into a representation that efficiently leverages the underlying architecture. Message coalescing can be used
to adapt the message size to the network, active routing can transform all-to-all communication patterns into optimized collective
patterns (similar to MPI collective operations), and message reductions can be used to spread the computational load and reduce network traffic.

2.

Related Work

Several parallel programming models and languages have been
designed in the recent past to address the challenges of dataintensive computing. PGAS languages such as Unified Parallel
C [7] and Co-Array Fortran [6] allow shared access to distributed
data, but they provide no method for invoking remote computations. Charm++ allows message-driven programming of relatively
coarse-grained objects and supports advanced techniques such as
redistribution and migration. Recently developed HPCS languages
like Chapel [1] and X10 [2] allow the expression of distributed
computations. However, it is unclear if these languages readily
support fine-grained applications, e.g., billions of “places” in X10.
We claim that if they were to support a similar fine-grained model
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then they would need to use the same techniques as we define in
our execution model.

3.

In applications with good locality, the communication pattern
(which processes communicate with which others) is generally
sparse. By contrast, because data-driven applications are finegrained and unstructured, the communication patterns are often
dense. As process counts become large, maintaining O(P ) communication buffers and their associated channels per process becomes infeasible. Active Routing simulates a virtual topology on
top of the physical network topology and reduces the number of
peers each process communicates with to O(log P ) or even O(1).

The Active Pebble Model
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Message Reductions

It is often the case that multiple messages are sent to the same target
by a single process. In some cases these messages may be redundant, while in other cases they may able to be combined via some
reduction operation. Performing these reductions at the sender reduces network bandwidth utilization, as well as processing time at
the target. Duplicate message elimination and message reductions
are transparent to the application programmer, while the reduction
operation to utilize for a given message type is user-specified. The
effectiveness of message reductions is directly proportional to the
number of messages they operate on, with higher degrees of coalescing increasing the effectiveness of reductions.
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Figure 1. Overview of the Active Pebbles programming model.
3.1 Active Pebble Terminology

Termination Detection

Because AP utilizes a fully-general messaging model which supports sending messages from message handlers, it is not necessarily
the case that the length of the longest chain of recursive messages
is known at compile-time. Detecting delivery of all outstanding
messages requires distributed termination detection [4]. The most
efficient termination detection algorithm depends on whether dependent messages are known to be of a fixed-depth or may be of
unbounded depth, as well as available features of the underlying
network such as message counting or acknowledgment.

The primary abstractions in the AP model are pebbles and targets.
Pebbles are light-weight active messages that operate on targets
(which can, transparently, be local or remote). Targets are created
by binding together a data object with a message handler, through
the use of a distribution object. In Figure 1, targets are the destination buckets of a hash table, and hash values are used directly
as destination addresses. The distribution object in this example
would map each key i to process bi/2c. Each pebble flows through
the network from its source rank to its destination rank (determined
by the distribution object). Handler functions can be multi-threaded
and process incoming pebbles in any order; thus, the Active Pebbles model allows for an optimized implementation on multi-core
nodes and accelerators. The techniques for optimized pebble transport and processing are discussed in detail in the following sections.
3.2 Fine-grained Pebble Addressing

4.

Conclusion

Active Pebbles consists of two parts, a programming model which
allows fine-grained, unstructured, data-driven applications to be expressed at their natural level of granularity, and an execution model
which maps this fine-grained expression to an efficient implementation. Separating expression from implementation allows the application specification to be portable across hardware platforms.
Utilizing the four techniques described, the execution model allows
the application specification to be adapted to the properties of the
underlying physical network to enable maximum performance.

Because AP is intended for problems with unstructured data, finegrained addressing of pebbles based on their targets is essential. By
making this addressing transparent to the user, local data can be
treated similarly to remote data, avoiding special-casing for local
and remote data. The method by which addressing is performed
can be specified by the application programmer; both static and
dynamic addressing is supported.
3.3 Message Coalescing
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